SKK INTERNATIONELL UTSTÄLLNING I SOFIERO 2013-09-14

Domare: Marion Ten Cate

Deltagande hundar: 8 valpar, 20 hanar, 24 tikar

VALPKLASS HANAR


VALPKLASS TIKAR


JUNIORKLASS HANAR


UNGHUNDSKLASS HANAR


EXC 3 ukkl: LYCKOSHELLANS JUST HUGO BOSS (Sommerville Mr Nice Guy – Lyckoshellans Believe In Me) uppf/äg. Birgitta Elf. Small dog. Wich is masculine enough for me. 18 months. Makes a pretty picture just enough length in head. Definite stop. Very dark sweet eye which could be more almond shaped. Correct set ears. Just enough underjaw. Nice
neck. Elegant topline. Just enough angulations. Good body. On the move should have more drive and stride.


ÖPPEN KLASS HANAR


EXC ökl: LÖNNERBERGAS HARRY BOY (Eastdale To BE Or Not To Be – Gula _Stugans Lea) uppf/äg. Carina Karlsson. 7 years still looks smashing for his age. The blue is clear but could be better broken. Nice in outline. Good length in head but muzzle should be better rounded. Sweet in expression. Rather high hipping ears. Nice reach of neck. A bit straight in front and feet stands est-west. Good substance in body. Well angulated behind. Stands a bit narrow. On the move just enough drive and in front a bit irregular.
VG ökl: CHIROSKAS DARK CHOCOLATE MILKSHAKE (Milward Sunny Boy – Sunnangårdens Moe) uppf. Taina Axelsson äg. Inger Johansson. 4 years should be a little more relaxed in temper neat. Correct in size. Masculine. Would prefer a little more length in head, which would be more one piecer. Enough round in muzzle. Sweet in expression. High set ears which tip rather heavy. Would prefer more neck for elegance. A bit straight in front. Could have more length in body. Stands with his rear under the body sloping in croup. On the move could have more drive. Fitting bone.


CHAMPIONKLASS HAN


EXC ck chkkl: FILISITI DIMA AT FERVIDUS (Dippersmoor Diamond Quest – Art Filisiti Persia) uppf. T Poplavskaya äg. Lula Malgorzata. 3 years. Correct for size. Masculine. Nice

**VETERANKLASS HANAR**


**JUNIORKLASS TIKAR**


VG 4 junkkl: HOMESPUN KAREFREE TRUE RELIGION (Homespun Casual Blues – Deja Blue Carmylie Runway Model) uppf. Carol Metz & Julie Iverson äg. Mona Thorsén. Up to size well broken blue merle. I hope the blue will brighten up in time. Long wedge in head. Strong underjaw. Slightly deep under the eyes. Sweet in expression. Nice flat skull. High set ears. Just adequate angulated in front but too much forward elbows should be tighter to the
body. Enough substance. Rather straight in line. Moves happy but ??? up a bit to much. Lovely happy girl.


UNGHUNDSKLASS TIKAR


ÖPPEN KLASS TIKAR


CHAMPIONKLASS TIKAR


VETERANKLASS TIKAR


UPPFÖDARGRUPP
1hp KENNEL LUNDECOCK´S, uppf. Johnny Andersson. A group of 4 stunning shelties. All four ch which is just field. Two by two very even in type. Beautiful neck. Lovely shape. Lovely movement. As a breeder I will proud. Best Breeder!

Sammanställt av Gerd Larsson

Med reservation för eventuella fel